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The cloud offers a model of simplicity for on-premises workloads
Customer IT environments have greatly evolved over the past decade, with a growing number of
organizations choosing to host resources in the public cloud to gain benefits such as simplified
management, lower total cost of ownership (TCO), and unlimited scale. At the same time, teams
have also continued to acquire infrastructure in their own datacenters to host workloads on premises
when this arrangement best suits their needs. Data sovereignty rules, government regulations,
and corporate policies, for example, often keep data from being stored in the public cloud—and
data gravity naturally encourages teams to deploy applications close to where data already resides.
Internet of Things (IoT) applications are also working against the overall trend toward the public
cloud by creating a new center of data gravity at the intelligent edge.
The net result of these developments is that, even though customers have come to expect the level
of automation, portability, consistency, and at-scale management available through public cloud
services, the cloud still remains out of reach for many workloads. In addition, customer infrastructure
is becoming less manageable than ever, dispersed not only among different locations in different
clouds, datacenters, and the edge, but also diversified among different technologies, including
physical infrastructure, virtual infrastructure, and, more recently, container-based infrastructure.
What’s sorely needed to improve manageability is to take the managed services and self-service
administration workflows that are available through public clouds such as Microsoft Azure and
bring them to any environment, including the customer datacenter. A single control plane is
needed both to unify management and to deliver platform-as-a-service (PaaS)-like capabilities
outside the cloud, so as to simplify the deployment, management, scaling, governance, and patching
of databases and applications. Bringing PaaS-like services outside the cloud would also help protect
workloads by easing the configuration of high availability (HA), disaster recovery (DR), and security
for these resources.
Microsoft has been a leader in recognizing and supporting businesses’ needs for hybrid
infrastructure, offering a portfolio of Azure Stack products that combine hardware and software
to extend Azure services and capabilities to datacenter, remote office, and edge locations.1 Now,
Microsoft is introducing a way to run Azure services on customer premises and to extend Azure
management across all customer environments.
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Introducing Azure Arc
Azure Arc is a set of software technologies that is designed to help companies meet their
governance challenges and make Azure services available everywhere across their diverse and
sometimes sprawling infrastructures. Azure Arc also enables users to centrally deploy and manage
servers, services, and applications in any environment where Azure Arc has been enabled. With
Azure Arc, familiar Azure tools, technologies, and methods can be used across environments,
including environments with limited or no connectivity to Azure.
At the most basic level, Azure Arc delivers two broad features:
•

Azure Arc extends the management capabilities of Azure to customer infrastructure outside
of Azure—across datacenter, multicloud, and edge environments. Through this feature,
administrators can register resources in Azure Resource Manager that are hosted outside of
Azure, and then manage these resources centrally in Azure. This capability is delivered through
Azure Arc enabled servers and Azure Arc enabled Kubernetes.

•

Azure Arc takes PaaS data services previously available only in Azure and brings them to
customer premises and other public clouds. This feature is delivered through Azure Arc
enabled data services.
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Figure 1. Azure Arc extends the reach of Azure to customer locations
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Azure Arc enabled servers

Azure Arc enabled Kubernetes

Azure Arc enabled data services

Manage and govern servers
across environments.

Manage Kubernetes apps
at scale.

Run Azure data services anywhere.

Manage physical servers running
Windows or Linux—including any
VMs hosted on those servers—
at multiple sites, in multiple
domains, and in multiple clouds.

Manage Kubernetes applications
consistently and at scale, across
environments, with modern
DevOps techniques.

Run Azure SQL Managed Instance
and PostgreSQL Hyperscale anywhere
for simpler compliance and better
data security.

Figure 2. Azure Arc services

This paper focuses on the use cases, features, benefits, and configuration steps for Azure Arc
enabled data services.

Business use cases for Azure Arc enabled data services
Azure Arc enabled data services bring the benefits of Azure SQL Managed Instance and Azure
Database for PostgreSQL Hyperscale to any Kubernetes infrastructure in any datacenter or cloud.
The following use cases are based on fictional scenarios that illustrate how companies facing
different data-management challenges might use this technology to overcome these challenges,
gain efficiencies, and improve productivity.

Bring Azure innovation and cloud benefits on premises
Imagine a company that, after a decade of server sprawl and ballooning management overhead,
begins moving some web-based workloads away from its own datacenter to Azure as a way to
simplify administration and reduce the need for server maintenance. Its IT department, through this
initiative, comes to prefer the more efficient management workflows that it sees are available with
Azure hosting. The IT team thus decides to explore the feasibility of migrating the company’s many
on-premises database instances to Azure to gain the same benefits for these additional workloads.
However, the feasibility study reveals that some databases include sensitive data that needs to stay
within the country for reasons of data sovereignty, and no public cloud provider makes a datacenter
available within the business’s country. In addition, other databases include financial data that needs
to stay on the company’s premises for reasons of policy compliance.
To enjoy cloud-like benefits for the databases that need to stay on company premises, the company
decides instead to use Azure Arc to bring the benefits of Azure to its own datacenter. The company
is now able to manage all its database instances through a single management view with modern
workflows, which makes administration much more efficient. IT staff can now easily scale database
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instances up and down in response to current need, for example, just as they can with workloads
hosted in Azure. Patching and upgrades are similarly automatic for the database instances, removing
a major administrative headache. New database instances can be spun up quickly from the Azure
portal or Azure Data Studio when needed. And many other administrative tasks that were formerly
burdensome have been made much easier, such as configuring and supporting high availability or
disaster recovery operations. Finally, security has been both simplified and improved as a result of
cloud-based, enterprise-level features such as Advanced Threat Protection.
As this example illustrates, companies who are not ready to move some of their database instances
to Azure can start with Azure Arc to gain many of the same many public-cloud benefits on premises.

Policy compliance (enterprise at scale)
A company’s IT infrastructure includes many dozens of database instances hosted in various
datacenters and in Azure. To adhere to legal regulations and company policies, the company’s
database instances are configured with settings to reflect one of three different levels of security—
named “standard security,” “higher security,” and “highest security”—to match the sensitivity of the
data and the location where the databases are hosted.
Until recently, the IT team used Group Policy to apply appropriate security settings to the database
instances’ host machines that were joined to an Active Directory domain, and it ran scripts to
apply these settings to host machines that were not domain-joined. However, the complexity of
this system resulted in occasional errors and inconsistencies. In addition, monitoring the policy
compliance of database instances was difficult. The team decided it needed a simpler and more
consistent way to apply security profiles and monitor security compliance.

Security and governance capabilities
With Azure Arc, the industry-leading security and governance capabilities of Azure—provided
by Azure Security Center, Azure Policy, and role-based access control (RBAC)—are now made
available to servers, Kubernetes clusters, and data workloads on premises.2
For more information about Azure Security Center, visit “What is Azure Security Center?”
For more information about Azure Policy, visit “What is Azure Policy?”
For more information about RBAC in Azure, visit “What is role-based access control (RBAC) for
Azure resources?”
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The company was able to find a way to simplify policy enforcement and monitoring through Azure
Arc. Through Azure Arc, all database instances were registered in Azure Resource Manager and
assigned to new resource groups. Azure policies were then also created to correspond to the three
security levels, and those policies were assigned to the new resource groups as needed. Remediation
tasks were added to the policies to automatically bring servers into compliance when settings were
configured incorrectly. Now, as new database instances are onboarded, they are registered in Azure
through Azure Arc and moved to a resource group assigned the appropriate Azure policy.
With this newly adopted system, monitoring and enforcing policy compliance on database
instances is much easier for the company. Administrators can use the Azure portal to easily check
compliance status for all database instances and servers, regardless of location, operating system,
or domain status.

Low-touch application and database deployment
A retailer has thousands of stores worldwide. Each store in the chain houses a small Kubernetes
cluster hosted on lightweight nodes running Linux, and each cluster hosts a set of containerized
applications (including database applications) that the company uses internally. Central IT maintains
a list of specific application versions that must be installed on each cluster, but enforcing these
requirements in its thousands of stores was, until recently, a significant challenge. To verify cluster
status, regional IT representatives previously needed to connect remotely to each cluster and run
a script to display the latest installed versions of the required applications. If an application was
missing or if the most recent version wasn’t installed, the regional representative needed to apply
the required changes manually.
The retailer’s IT department was looking for a way to automate the installation of required
applications in the approved versions, and Azure Arc presented the team with a solution. With Azure
Arc, all clusters are now registered in Azure Resource Manager, and GitOps is now used to create a
configuration that is then enforced centrally through Azure Policy. Azure Policy now ensures that
only the approved versions of required applications and databases are installed on clusters in stores
worldwide. This low-touch deployment method has significantly reduced the administrative load on
regional IT representatives, who are now able to focus on more strategic goals.
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Unified management
A corporation has thousands of employees based in many offices around the world. Over time,
this corporation’s different teams have separately acquired IT resources to support hundreds of
databases and applications on company premises or in public clouds. These independent initiatives
have left the company with many types of databases, virtual machines (VMs), and physical servers
that are dispersed in various locations. Without any centralized or complete accounting of these
assets, the corporation has had no way to manage them adequately. Separate tools and processes
are also required to manage each type of database, such as Microsoft SQL Server, PostgreSQL,
and MySQL. As a result of this uncontrolled sprawl, the company was looking for a way to improve
visibility over its assets and unify IT resource management across its diverse infrastructure.
Azure Arc has provided the corporation with just such a solution. With Azure Arc, local IT teams
have been able to coordinate with the central IT department to register all company servers, VMs,
Kubernetes clusters, and database applications—whether they are deployed on company premises
or in any public cloud. As existing resources within separate subscriptions were registered in Azure
Resource Manager and unified through management groups, administrators were able to begin
using the Azure portal to gain nearly universal visibility into the company infrastructure for the first
time. Azure Arc has also made managing the heterogeneous databases much simpler by providing
a single workflow regardless of database type for automated updates, high availability, disaster
recovery, and backup and restore.
With the help of Azure Arc, the IT team has acquired the tools and workflows needed to put an end
to endless IT firefighting and take a more strategic approach to managing IT resources.

Disconnected management
A company relies on dedicated line-of-business (LOB) applications built to use SQL Server databases.
These LOB applications are containerized and run in a Kubernetes cluster located on the company’s
premises. The data used by these applications is considered confidential and requires high-security
measures to protect against intrusion and tampering. According to the organization’s policies, the
physical infrastructure hosting these applications and databases must be “air-gapped” by remaining
disconnected from the internet at all times.
The IT department wanted to simplify administration of its application infrastructure through
modern workflows such as those that are available through Azure. As a result of the company
security policies, however, the modern workflows that the IT team was seeking needed to be
available even without an internet connection.
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Azure Arc has provided a way for the IT team to meet its requirements. Even without internet access,
Azure Arc gives the company cloud-like management of its database instances through features
such as elastic scalability and simplified high availability, and updates can still be performed through
a manual operation. Azure Arc also provides a local control plane that enables local resources to be
managed centrally without relying on the Azure portal.

Overview of Azure Arc enabled data services
Not every organization has the option of moving its database operations entirely into the cloud.
But with Azure Arc data services, many of the data-management advantages of Azure—including
centralized management, elastic scaling, and automated updates—are now available to databases
outside of Azure, including those that are kept on a company’s premises.
With Azure Arc, data services like Azure SQL Managed Instance and Azure Database for PostgreSQL
Hyperscale can run on virtually any hardware or cloud platform that has a Kubernetes cluster as the
orchestration engine in the environment.
Azure Arc automates and simplifies database-management tasks at scale. Fast provisioning,
automatic patching, high availability, automated backup and restore capabilities, and on-demand
elastic scale are available out of the box. Azure Arc also provides advanced data security, monitoring,
RBAC, and Azure Policy for databases running in diverse environments.

Benefits of the cloud, available anywhere
Azure Arc enabled data services bring several of the management advantages of Azure data services
to on-premises data engines.
Always current
Patching and updating on-premises databases normally requires constant diligence from corporate
IT. A fully managed database service, such as Azure SQL Managed Instance, removes the burden of
patches and upgrades for customers who have migrated their databases to Azure.
Through Azure Arc, this benefit is brought back to customer premises. Updates are fully automated
for both SQL Managed Instance and Azure Database for PostgreSQL Hyperscale with minimal
application downtime. In this connected scenario, updated container images come automatically
and directly from Microsoft Azure Container Registry. In a disconnected scenario, the most current
container images can be downloaded from Container Registry at another location and then
uploaded to a local registry.
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SQL Managed Instance is also continuously updated, which means that, beyond security and feature
updates, the latest version of the SQL engine is always made available for automatic deployment,
though you retain control over when these automatic updates are applied. In addition, technical
support never ends for SQL Managed Instance in Azure Arc.
Elastic scaling
Elastic scaling refers to the ability to quickly and easily modify the amount of resources assigned to
workloads. This capability is important for supporting workloads whose demands are highly variable
or seasonal.
In Azure Arc enabled data services, compute and memory for each individual database instance
you’ve deployed can be scaled up and down dynamically to meet changing demands without any
application downtime. This scaling can be done manually or automated with scripts.
Workloads can also be scaled out in seconds by deploying additional instances. Azure Database for
PostgreSQL Hyperscale takes advantage of database sharding to let you increase or decrease the
number of nodes assigned to the database. In addition, customers can also scale out SQL Managed
Instance by setting up a scalable number of read replicas.
In a connected scenario, simple scaling can be performed for on-premises installations of SQL
Managed Instance or Azure Database for PostgreSQL Hyperscale by using the Azure portal, Azure
Policy, Azure Data Studio, or the azdata CLI tool. In a disconnected scenario, you can scale databases
by using Kubernetes tools, Azure Data Studio, or the azdata CLI tool.
Unified management
Connecting to Azure Arc means seeing data services running on premises alongside those
running in Azure through a single control plane by using familiar tools such as the Azure portal,
Azure Data Studio, and Azure CLI. In a disconnected scenario, the inventory of Azure Arc resources
can be viewed in Azure after the data from the Azure Arc data controller is manually exported
and uploaded.
The local Azure Arc data controller can identify the health and capacity of the underlying
infrastructure so that the database and infrastructure can be managed in unison. The management
experience is also unified across different types of database engines, such as SQL Managed Instance
and Azure Database for PostgreSQL Hyperscale.

Architecture of Azure Arc enabled data services
Azure Arc enabled data services are built on a foundation of Kubernetes. They can operate within a
Kubernetes distribution within your datacenter or on a public-cloud-based Kubernetes infrastructure
such as Google Kubernetes Engine (GKE) or Amazon Elastic Kubernetes Service (Amazon EKS).
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Both SQL Managed Instance and Azure Database for PostgreSQL Hyperscale run as containerized
applications in this environment when they are deployed. Because Kubernetes provides a level of
abstraction over the underlying hardware and virtualization engine, Azure Arc enabled data services
are both hardware- and hypervisor-agnostic.
Azure Arc data controller
Upon this Kubernetes foundation, the local control software for Azure Arc enabled data services
is installed as a set of containers called the Azure Arc data controller, which customers can pull
down from Container Registry. The Azure Arc data controller is the innovation that allows managed
data services from Azure to now run outside of Azure infrastructure. It delivers the same SQL
or PostgreSQL engine in a local environment and provides management functionality such as
monitoring, logging, patching/updating, scaling, and backup features. The Azure Arc data controller
also acts as a local channel to communicate with public Azure to configure identity, RBAC, and
Azure Policy while also sending telemetry and backup-retention information. The ability for
administrators to deploy resources on customer premises from within Azure is also made possible
through this channel.
Azure Arc tooling
To install Azure Arc enabled data services, you can use the command-line utility azdata or the
graphical user interface (GUI) tool Azure Data Studio. The command-line utility kubectl is also useful
to run commands directly against the Kubernetes cluster to verify the installation. Once the data
controller is installed, you can use azdata, Azure Data Studio, or the Azure portal to deploy and
configure data services such as SQL Managed Instance. The following list summarizes the main tools
used with Azure Arc enabled data services:
•

azdata: Command-line tool for installing the Azure Arc data controller, in addition to deploying
and managing data services in both Azure and Azure Arc

•

kubectl: Command-line tool for monitoring the underlying Kubernetes cluster

•

Azure Data Studio: Cross-platform graphical tool for querying database instances and for
deploying data services in Azure or Azure Arc

•

Azure portal: GUI tool that can be used for deployment and management of data services in
both Azure and Azure Arc
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Figure 3. Azure Arc data controller manages Azure Arc enabled data services locally

Installing the Azure Arc data controller
Before you can install the Azure Arc data controller, ensure that Kubernetes is installed in the target
cluster. Next, perform the following steps:
•

Install the azdata command-line utility on a local management machine running a Windows,
Linux, or Mac operating system. For instructions on how to install azdata, see “Install azdata.”

•

Install the kubectl utility on the same local management machine and modify the kubectl
configuration file (or the #KUBECONFIG environment variable) to point to the destination context
on which you want to install the Azure Arc data controller.

•

At a PowerShell prompt on a Windows machine, or at a command prompt on a computer
running a Linux or Mac operating system, use the following command to verify that the current
context is set correctly:

kubectl config current-context
•

Type the following command to see the Kubernetes namespaces already available in this cluster:

get ns
•

In a new Kubernetes cluster, you will see only the following four namespaces in the output:
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NAME					STATUS		AGE
Default				Active		104m
kube-node-lease			

Active		

104m

kube-public			

Active		

104m

kube-system			

Active		

104m

•

To install the Azure Arc data controller in the Kubernetes cluster that is the current context, use
the azdata arc dc create command. You need to supply two parameters to this command: a
name for the data controller and a configuration file.
For example, to install the Azure Arc data controller with a name of “arc” and a configuration file
of “azure-arc-aks,” type the following:

azdata control create -n arc -c azure-arc-aks
In a matter of minutes, the container images that make up the data controller will be
downloaded and installed.
•

To verify the new environment, sign in to the data controller by using the azdata login
command, specifying the namespace (the name you just assigned to the data controller),
and providing a username and password. You should see output that indicates you have
signed in successfully.

Deploying and managing database instances
Once the Azure Arc data controller is installed in an environment, it can provide the following
services within that environment:
•

Provisioning

•

Scaling

•

Updating and patching

•

Local monitoring and logging

•

Backup and restore functionality

•

High availability and disaster recovery

•

Azure Monitor (available only when connected to Azure)
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Provisioning
Typically, deploying a database instance in a VM on premises is a lengthy process that can take
hours; but with Azure Arc, provisioning a new database in your own datacenter takes only seconds.
Creating database instances in Azure Arc, in fact, is similar to creating other data services in Azure.
To provision a new Azure Arc enabled data service in the Azure portal, search the marketplace for
Azure Arc. On the search results page, simply select the service you’d like to deploy, such as Azure
SQL Managed Instance—Azure Arc, click the Create button, and then, in the page that opens, fill
in the details as necessary. One new field you will see is the Arc location field, shown in Figure 4. Use
this field to specify a location where an Azure Arc data controller has been installed and registered
in Azure. This location can be in your own datacenter or in another public cloud. After you finish
specifying the necessary details and creating the Azure Arc enabled data service, the new resource
will appear in the Azure portal.

Figure 4. Selecting an Arc location for SQL Managed Instance
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Scaling
You can use either a CLI or the Azure portal for vertical and horizontal scaling of Azure Database
for PostgreSQL Hyperscale while the application remains online, whether it is running on your own
premises or in another cloud. As shown in Figure 5, you can use a slider in the Azure portal to adjust
the number of the worker nodes assigned to the database instance. When the number of nodes
is increased, rebalancing the data occurs automatically across the nodes. During this change of
configuration, the data remains fully available, and the application remains online. Another slider lets
you dynamically set the number virtual cores and storage assigned to each worker node.
Note: Resource requests will be validated against the resources available in the Kubernetes cluster. If
there are insufficient resources available, a warning will be shown indicating the insufficient resource.

Figure 5. Scaling an on-premises Azure Database for PostgreSQL Hyperscale instance using the Azure portal

Updating and patching
Azure Arc enabled data services include automated updating and patching for your database
instances. In the Azure portal, browse to your managed database instance, and then click Updates
in the menu on the left, beneath Settings. In the Updates section on the right, you can enable
automatic updates with a simple toggle, as shown in Figure 6.
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Figure 6. You can configure automated patching according to the schedule of your choice

Enabling automated patching will allow the Azure Arc data controller to check for the latest
container image and apply a rolling update without any application downtime. You can also set your
own maintenance schedule based on the needs of the environment, in addition to a maintenancewindow duration.
Azure Arc extends the proven technology behind Azure to fully automate patching and updates
for on-premises data workloads, thus delivering the same version-less experience with no end-ofsupport for Azure SQL Managed Instance users and a service experience for Azure Database
for PostgreSQL Hyperscale users. The fully automated updates also allow IT to focus on
value-added activities.
Local monitoring and logging
Azure Arc enabled database instances include built-in Grafana services, an open-source analytics
and monitoring solution, and built-in Kibana services, an open-source logging tool. These services
are both available over TCP port 30777 on each database instance. Therefore, in order to access
these monitoring and logging capabilities, you first need to create an inbound rule to allow traffic
over port 30777 for the network security group (NSG) that contains the database instance, just as
if the database instance were hosted in Azure. After you create this inbound rule, you can access
Grafana and Kibana services through the addresses https://[database_instance_public_ip]:30777/
grafana and https://[database_instance_public_ip]:30777/kibana, respectively.
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Figure 8. Kibana logging is automatically made available on each Azure Arc enabled database instance
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Backup and restore functionality
Azure Arc enabled data services provide automated backups. You can restore SQL Managed
Instance to a previous point in time by using the Azure portal, Windows PowerShell, or the Azure
CLI. Azure Database for PostgreSQL Hyperscale clusters automatically creates backups of each node
and stores them in locally redundant storage. You can restore a cluster to a previous point in time by
using the psql command.
In addition to automated backups, Azure Backup can be easily connected to provide long-term, offsite backup retention and disaster recovery.
HA and DR
For a highly available SQL Managed Instance, multiple instances are automatically deployed and
wired up into an Always On availability group. A Kubernetes operator can monitor the availability of
the instances and perform failover functions if needed, including updating the Kubernetes service
that routes the read-only and read/write traffic to the right instances depending on which instance
is the primary versus secondary. For Azure Database for PostgreSQL Hyperscale, a solution is in early
stages of design and development.
Azure Monitor
Customers can make use of Azure Monitor on premises for comprehensive operational insights
across their entire estates. Azure Monitor can even be used in a semi-connected scenario when
telemetry data is exported and uploaded to Azure. For near-continuous monitoring, an admin can
choose to automate the exporting and uploading of telemetry data as a batch job on a set schedule.
For example, Figure 9 shows average CPU usage from telemetry data. The dotted parts of the line
chart reflect a period of being disconnected from Azure.
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Figure 9. Azure Monitor can be used to provide metrics for data generated on customer premises

Advanced security features
The Azure portal includes an advanced data security option, which enables the following services in
the Azure Arc enabled SQL Managed Instance:
•

Data discovery and classification

•

Vulnerability assessment

•

Advanced Threat Protection

The vulnerability assessment helps to meet compliance and privacy requirements by monitoring a
dynamic database environment 24/7. The periodic recurring scans option enables the system to be
scanned periodically for security threats.
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Figure 10. Advanced security settings on an Azure Arc resource

Advanced Threat Protection helps identify and track any malicious activity, which helps protect your
data before any damage occurs. You can also set up email alerts on both features to receive threat
alerts in a timely fashion.
With these advanced security settings, your databases running on premises or in another public
cloud can now get the same level of security protection as those running in Azure. Even better, you
have the choice to set up these settings per instance, or to use Azure Policy to automatically enable
these features at scale, applying them to many resources by default.

Disconnected operations for data services
Azure Arc delivers many management benefits through its connectivity to Azure, but it also
supports continuous operation during planned or unplanned periods without connectivity.
When disconnected from Azure, the Azure Arc data controller is able to deliver the management
capabilities mentioned above, but in a more limited way. When offline, Azure Arc still supports the
same elastic scalability, database task automation, and patching-and-updating features locally as it
would if the datacenter were connected to Azure.
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Azure Arc is even able to support the management needs for data services in permanently
disconnected scenarios, as is common in industries such as finance, healthcare, and utilities. These
systems never connect directly to Azure for security reasons, but they are still able to benefit from
offline features such as fast provisioning and elastic scaling, in addition to features that require
indirect connectivity to Azure, such as patching and updating that maintains an evergreen version of
the SQL engine.
Some actions that are otherwise automatic, such as downloading updates or uploading data,
become semi-automated in a disconnected environment. However, the bulk of data services remain
available in a disconnected system.

Database management capabilities for Azure Arc enabled data services
In the past, the deployment options for database systems were binary: install SQL Server or
PostgreSQL on premises or move completely to the cloud with SQL Managed Instance or with Azure
Database for PostgreSQL Hyperscale. Azure Arc enabled data services now provide a hybrid option.
SQL Managed Instance and Azure Database for PostgreSQL Hyperscale can run with local data on
any infrastructure that supports Kubernetes, whether on customer premises or in another public
cloud, yet continue to offer the advantages of management through Azure.
Table 1 compares the database capabilities for SQL Server, SQL Managed Instance on Azure Arc,
and SQL Managed Instance in Azure. Table 2 compares these same capabilities for PostgreSQL,
PostgreSQL Hyperscale on Azure Arc, and Azure Database for PostgreSQL Hyperscale.

What’s different in a disconnected system?
•

Unified management of servers and clusters across hybrid and multicloud infrastructures is not
available. Only local resources can be managed.

•

System updates are semi-automated rather than fully automatic. Manual steps are required, but
even these manual steps can be automated with some scripting.

•

Planned Azure add-on services, such as Advanced Threat Protection, might not be available
when disconnected, and some services provided with Azure will require manual upload/
download of data.

•

Functionality that requires data transfers will rely on manually exporting and uploading that
data when the system is disconnected.

•

Changes to RBAC are not enforced when the Azure Arc data controller is offline, but RBAC will
work for a period of time with a cached configuration.
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Table 1. Database capabilities for various deployment models of SQL Server
Deployment model
Built-in

Customer infrastructure

capabilities
SQL Server

SQL Managed Instance
—Azure Arc

Azure
SQL Managed Instance

Database
security features
Elastic/
“limitless”
scalability

Limited by the capacity of the
customer infrastructure

Automatic
HA/DR
Automatic
upgrading
and patching
Automatic
backup and
restore
Monitoring
Compliance
certifications

Customer responsible
for compliance certification

Data
sovereignty

Azure regions not available
in all countries yet

Customer
control

Predefined hardware
options
No control over hardware/
operating system

Managing party

Customer-managed

Customer-managed using
software provided by Microsoft

Guaranteed
uptime

Customer-managed

Customer-managed using
software provided by Microsoft

Microsoft
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Table 2. Database capabilities for various deployment models of PostgreSQL
Deployment model
Built-in

Customer infrastructure

capabilities
PostgreSQL

PostgreSQL Hyperscale—
Azure Arc

Azure
Azure Database for
PostgreSQL Hyperscale

Database
security features
Elastic/
“limitless”
scalability

Limited by the capacity of
customer infrastructure

Automatic
HA/DR

HA/DR configured separately through external features
(Pacemaker and Corosync)

Automatic
upgrading
and patching
Automatic
backup and
restore
Monitoring
Compliance
certifications

Customer responsible
for compliance certification

Data
sovereignty

Azure regions not available
in all countries yet

Customer
control

Predefined hardware
options
No control over hardware/
operating system

Managing party

Customer-managed

Customer-managed using
software provided by Microsoft

Guaranteed
uptime

Customer-managed

Customer-managed using
software provided by Microsoft

Microsoft
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The best option for hybrid and multicloud data management
IT leaders are charged with managing their sprawling infrastructures while also modernizing their
locally bound applications and database instances through more efficient workflows. Azure Arc
helps teams achieve these goals by providing a single control plane to manage resources wherever
they reside and by enabling Azure data services to run outside of Azure.
Azure Arc enabled data services deliver a cloud-inspired data platform that uses proven, atscale management workflows from Azure to help you manage your own datacenter efficiently.
At the same time, Azure Arc enabled data services also modernize your data estate through an
infrastructure based on containers and Kubernetes. This management model enables many
benefits, such as database instance deployment in seconds (as opposed to minutes through a VM),
simple and elastic scaling, automated updates by using containers, an evergreen database engine,
unified management and governance through Azure, and built-in high availability thanks to failover
features in Kubernetes. What’s more, Azure Arc enabled data services provide a local control
plane to support the operation and management of these data services in permanently
disconnected scenarios.
Currently in preview, Azure Arc will continue to expand its feature set and capabilities as it
approaches its release. For more information on Azure Arc, visit https://azure.microsoft.com/en-us/
services/azure-arc/.
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Join the private preview for Azure Arc enabled data services
Azure Arc documentation

Learn more about Azure Stack Hub, Azure Stack HCI solutions, and Azure Stack Edge at https://azure.microsoft.com/
en-us/overview/azure-stack/.
2
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